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We consider the dynamics of an arbitrary quantum system coupled to a large arbitrary and fully
quantum mechanical environment through a random interaction. We establish analytically and check
numerically the typicality of this dynamics, in other words the fact that the reduced density matrix
of the system has a self-averaging property. This phenomenon, which lies in a generalized central
limit theorem, justifies rigorously averaging procedures over certain classes of random interactions
and can explain the absence of sensitivity to microscopic details of irreversible processes such as
thermalisation. It provides more generally a new ergodic principle for embedded quantum systems.
Thermalisation is probably one of the most common
phenomenon in nature. Its universality, i.e. the fact that
it does not depend on microscopic details but only on
a small set of macroscopic parameters (like temperature
or pressure) has been known experimentally for a long
time [1, 2]. In typical conditions, non equilibrium dynam-
ics is expected to lead to some stationary state, indepen-
dent of initial conditions, where macroscopic quantities
can be calculated using statistical thermodynamics [3–5].
Despite being broadly accepted, the foundations of this
statistical framework are relying on a set of assumptions
where the role of randomness and the associated lack of
knowledge, the role of averaging over this randomness
and the supposed link with temporal averages through
ergodicity, are not justified in a satisfactory manner (see
e.g. the discussion in [6]).
On the various attempts for setting statistical me-
chanics on the firm ground of quantum theory, typicality
statements are one of the most promising. They intro-
duce some randomness in the problem and, relying on
a key mathematical phenomenon: “measure concentra-
tion” [7, 8], they show that surprisingly this random-
ness actually does not matter, as soon as the Hilbert
space dimension of the system considered is large enough.
Such randomness has been previously introduced on the
choice of a global quantum state[9–12] (i.e. a state of
a large closed system) and on the choice of the full
Hamiltonian[13, 14], in order to get respectively a local
property, like the state of a subsystem, or some global
property, like a macroscopic observable. The former ap-
proach, which provides “canonical typicality” is purely
kinematic in the sense that it is fundamentally a conse-
quence of the geometry of the space of states, and does
not provide any dynamical information. On the other
hand the later approach (called nowadays “normal typi-
cality”, see [15, 16]) is dynamical but by randomizing the
full Hamiltonian, it does not allow to consider a specific
system or environment.
In this Article, we consider the generic problem of
a quantum system coupled to a quantum environment
where we introduce randomness at the level of the inter-
action Hamiltonian only. By doing so we get dynamical
results for several classes of interaction Hamiltonians and
most importantly for arbitrary system, environment, and
global initial state (i.e. of system and environment). We
show that for almost all interaction Hamiltonians (in a
sense to be defined hereafter) the reduced density ma-
trix of the subsystem has a typical dynamics. In other
words, the microscopic structure of interaction Hamilto-
nians does not matter and reduced density matrices have
a self-averaging property at all times. These results have
two important consequences: first they can explain the
absence of sensitivity to microscopic details of processes
like for instance thermalisation. Second they provide the
rigorous ground for an averaging procedure over random
interactions which can be used for analytical calculations
performed with full generality i.e. for arbitrary system,
environment, and initial state (see [17] for an application
to the equilibrium state of an embedded quantum sys-
tem). More generally, this work provide a rigorous jus-
tification for a new kind of ergodicity partly envisioned
in the early work of Wigner and Dyson[18] when model-
ing entire nuclear Hamiltonians using random matrices.
Indeed, time averages or ensemble averages over states
are not required anymore, the key concept is provided by
an averaging procedure over the interaction Hamiltonian
only.
Model.— We consider a system S in contact with an
environment E and denote by Hs, He their respective
Hilbert spaces (see Fig.1). The composite system S + E
is a closed system whose Hilbert space is the tensor prod-
uct H = Hs ⊗ He and whose total Hamiltonian Hˆ is
Hˆ = Hˆs + Hˆe + Wˆ where Wˆ is an interaction term. The
state of the composite system S+E is described by a den-
sity matrix %(t) obeying the well-kown relation derived
from the Schro¨dinger equation: %(τ) = Uˆτ%(0)Uˆ
†
τ with
Uˆτ = e
−iHˆτ the evolution operator and τ = t/~. The
initial state of S + E: ρ(0), can be chosen arbitrarily.
In particular it should be noted that the environment
state can be pure, there is no requirement of thermal
equilibrium in sharp contrast to most models of thermal-
isation and decoherence[19]. As S is not a closed system,
its state is described by the reduced density matrix [20]:
%s(τ) = Tre %(τ), where Tre denotes the partial trace
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2with respect to the environment. The aim of this Let-
ter is to characterize, in the limit of a large environment
(i.e. dimHe → ∞), the behavior of %s(τ) considered as
a function f of the interaction W :
f(Wˆ ) = Tre
(
e−iτ(H0+W )%(0)eiτ(H0+W )
)
,
all other relevant parameters being fixed: τ , initial state
%(0), system Hamiltonian Hˆs, environment density of
states ρe(). For this purpose, we introduce deliberately
some randomness in Wˆ by assuming a lack of knowledge
on the microscopic details of Wˆ (i.e. the matrix elements
of Wˆ themselves) compatible with some symmetry prop-
erty (e.g. real or hermitian symmetry) and a macroscopic
constraint (here the strength σ2w = Tr(Wˆ .Wˆ
†)/ dimH is
fixed). The main result of this paper shows that, sur-
prisingly, the uncertainty on the Wn,m does not preclude
extracting useful information on the behavior of f(Wˆ ) =
%s(τ) for several classes of random interactions. Here,
we will consider W to be either a Wigner Band Random
Matrix (WBRM i.e. of the type Wi,j = a((i − j)/b)Yi,j
where Y is a Wigner Random Matrix and a(x) is a de-
terministic band profile, “b” being the bandwidth) or a
Randomly Rotated Matrix (RRM i.e. of the type U.D.U†
with D real diagonal fixed and U unitary or orthogonal
Haar distributed). In both cases, W should be centered
(i.e. Tr(W ) = 0) and with fixed spectrum variance (i.e.
Tr(Wˆ .Wˆ †)/ dimH = σ2w fixed). Such a choice for Wˆ
is justified by the fact that the WBRM ensembles are
attractive for modeling interactions in tight binding sys-
tems or generic conservative systems with complex be-
havior like heavy atoms and nuclei (see e.g. [21, 22], ref-
erences therein and the reviews in [23–25]). Their band
structure emerges from the finite energy range of inter-
action which can be seen as a consequence of some selec-
tion rules. On the other hand, matrices from the RRM
ensembles are dense, which is a priori not compatible
with a few body nature of interaction. Despite this, they
can be useful for modelling local statistical properties of
more physical Hamiltonians (see[26–28] and the discus-
sion in[25]). At this stage, we provide analytical results
on dynamical typicality for both these dense and sparse
interaction matrix ensembles but it should be noted that
our method could be used to study other ensembles.
Then we consider f(W ) = %s(t) and notice that such a
function is defined on a high dimensional input space: the
set of random interactions (dimension dim2H) and takes
values in a much lower dimension output space (since
dimHe  1). In addition, as we will see in the following,
the partial trace is balancing the dependence of f(Wˆ )
on all the Wn,m (i.e. there is no outlier Wˆn,m on which
f depends mostly). As a consequence, the reduced den-
sity matrix will exhibit, for all random matrix ensembles
considered before, a phenomenon known as the “concen-
tration of measure”[8] that we shall describe now and
quantify rigorously.
Concentration of measure.— Central Limit Theorems
(CLTs) provide the simplest illustration of this phe-
nomenon. Considering for instance an experiment whose
measurement output X is the subject of a random error,
then averaging the outcomes of N independent measure-
ments {X1, ..., XN} taken in stationary conditions will
increase the signal over noise ratio typically by a factor√
N (i.e. g(X1, ..., XN ) = 1/N
∑
kXk has a standard
deviation σg = σX/
√
N). Surprisingly, the decrease of
the relative fluctuations is not limited to the empirical
average considered above but appears under very gen-
eral assumptions on a function g and the probability dis-
tribution P of its input: this is the so-called “measure
concentration” [8], a phenomenon envisioned in the early
work of P. Le´vy, but formally established by V. Milman
and M. Gromov in the 1970’s and the 1980’s. It can
be described informally as follows: a numerical function
that depends in a regular way on many random inde-
pendent variables, but not too much on any of them, is
essentially constant and equal to its mean value almost
everywhere. The simplest analytical tool to quantify this
phenomenon (and the one we use here) is the Poincare´
inequality[29]: a Riemannian manifold Ω equipped with
a probability measure P is said to verify a Poincare´ in-
equality if there exists C > 0 such that for all functions
g : Ω→ R continuously differentiable, one has
σ2g = E[|g(X)− E[g]|2] 6
1
C
E[||~∇g||2] (1)
where
||~∇g||2 =
∑
k
(
∂g
∂Xk
)2
and where the average E is relative to P . In other words,
the variance of g is controlled by the typical gradient
strength over a constant C (that we call the “Poincare´
constant” in the following) usually related to the vari-
ance of the input. A first interesting case is when C
does not depend on the dimension and ||∇g||2 ≈ 1/N ,
e.g. with the empirical average case considered above
where the central limit theorem provides an equality case:
g(X1, ..., XN ) =
1
N
∑
iXi, the CLT provides σ
2
g = σ
2
X/N ,
since ||∇g||2 = 1/N and 1/C = σ2X . Another inter-
esting case is when 1/C ≈ 1/N and ||∇g|| is upper
bounded by a constant independent of the dimension,
e.g. when Ω is the hypersphere SN of radius 1 of RN (i.e.
{X ∈ RN/||X|| = 1}) equipped with the Haar measure
(i.e. the isotropic probability measure). In both cases,
the relative fluctuations of g around its mean value are
”squeezed” like 1/
√
N and the function is said to be con-
centrated around its mean, which is thus a very good
estimate of g at any point of the space of high dimen-
sionality. Here, we consider the Poincare´ inequality to
be sufficient for our purpose, however it is possible to go
beyond and characterize the statistics of g in more detail
(see e.g. [8, 30]).
3Main result.— The set of Hermitian matrices we con-
sider for W , when endowed with the probability mea-
sures we consider here (WBRM and RRM, see Supp.
Mat. Sec. 2 for details) verify Poincare´ inequalities
with constants both lower bounded in the following way:
C ≥ dimHs dimHe2σ2ω where σ
2
ω = Tr(Wˆ .Wˆ
†)/ dimH. In
addition, we provide in Supp. Mat. Sec.1 the following
upper bound on the gradient of f(W ) = %s(t):
||∇W %s||2 6 2 t
2
~2
dimHs. (2)
Using the Poincare´ inequality in Eq.(1), we get the upper
bound on the variance of the fluctuations of %s away from
its mean behavior :
σ2% = E[||%s − E[%s]||2] 6
4σ2ωt
2
~2
1
dimHe (3)
with ||A||2 = Tr(A.A†) and where E is the average per-
formed over the random matrix ensemble considered.
One should note that there is a priori no genuine physical
effect responsible for the dependence of the upper bound
in Eq.(3) with time. This upper bound is not optimal
but is sufficient to demonstrate typicality: for fixed val-
ues of σw and t, one has σ% → 0 when dimHe → ∞.
The mesoscopic fluctuations of this function are decreas-
ing down to zero as the dimension of the environment
Hilbert space goes to infinity. We argue that this phe-
nomenon is at the core of irreversible processes such as
thermalisation: it is responsible for a self-averaging prop-
erty of the reduced density matrix of S, considered as a
function of the interaction Hamiltonian. This means that
%s(t) has a “typical” behavior for almost all interaction
Hamiltonians within the classes considered. We have per-
formed numerical simulations for a two level system cou-
pled to a quantum environment (see Fig.1). For small
dimHe, we observe a random pattern (analogous to a
“speckle” pattern in optics) for the probabilities of occu-
pation of the states of S. This pattern can be seen as a
signature of the microscopic structure of the interaction
Hamiltonian. As dimHe is increased, the amplitude of
the fluctuations of this “speckle” pattern decreases and
a typical behavior (i.e. independent of the details of Wˆ )
emerges. To get an intuitive understanding of the con-
centration of measure phenomenon, it is worth compar-
ing it to the Monte Carlo method for numerically esti-
mating the integral of a function over some subspace. A
good estimate of this integral is provided by a discrete
average of the function sampled randomly over the sub-
space. Measure concentration provides a path along the
opposite direction: one is interested in the value of a
function at a single point of the subspace and in most
cases, a very good estimate of this value is the average
of the function over the subspace. As a consequence,
it should be noted that this phenomenon provides an
approximate way of calculation of %s(t) simply by aver-
aging: %s(t) = Tre(%(t)) ≈ E[Tre(%(t))] = Tre (E[%(t)]),
where E is the average over the set of interaction Hamil-
tonians considered. This property will be used in[17]
in order to calculate analytically the equilibrium state
of an embedded quantum system when thermalisation
takes place. Finally, it is important to stress that the up-
per bound in Eq.(2) does not depend on the statistics of
Wˆ , meaning that our framework can be adapted straight
away to other classes of random matrices as soon as a
lower bound on C is available for these classes. For in-
stance, it would be very interesting to investigate embed-
ded random matrix ensembles[31–34] which are relevant
when enforcing a two body nature of the interaction.
Possible experimental test.— In order to test exper-
imentally this dynamical typicality property, ultra cold
atoms in optical lattices seem the most promising[35, 36],
since these systems provide now the best level of isola-
tion from uncontrolled degrees of freedom, and as such,
enforces the required global unitary evolution over a suf-
ficient duration. Such systems allow an accurate and
independent control of the relevant parameters of the
Hamiltonian: one site interaction and inter-site hoping
can be tuned conveniently by the lasers creating the lat-
tice potentials and randomness can be inserted using op-
tical speckle patterns. In addition, these systems pro-
vide local observable measurement, like for instance local
atomic density measurement, and should allow to mon-
itor the emergence of the predicted typical behavior as
system size increases (i.e. the squeezing of the fluctuating
pattern that we observe numerically on Fig.(1)).
Discussion and Summary.— Before summarize our re-
sults, it is interesting to put them into perspective by
considering the motivations of the first users of random
matrices in a physical context, Wigner and Dyson, who
were studying the high energy neutron scattering spec-
tra of medium and large weight nuclei (see for instance
the reviews in [23, 24, 27, 37] in references therein). Fac-
ing the complexity of such spectra, Wigner renounces in-
ferring the Hamiltonian of this complex N -body system
from the experimental data and operates a drastic change
of point of view. He assumes some statistical hypothesis
on the entries of the Hamiltonian considered as a random
matrix, which are compatible with the general symmetry
properties associated with the integrals of motion. More
precisely, the candidate nuclear Hamiltonian is written
as a block-diagonal matrix where each block corresponds
to given values of the “good” quantum numbers (i.e. the
conserved quantities). The entries of each block are then
assumed to be independent identically distributed ran-
dom variables with variance and mean depending on the
conserved quantities associated with the block consid-
ered. Then averaging over this ensemble of Hamiltonians,
one gets typical properties and in particular the average
behavior of energy levels which is of prime importance for
nuclear reactions and can be compared to experimental
data. As noticed by Metha [28] and Dyson [18], the ap-
proach of Wigner is much more radical than the standard
4statistical physics approach: there is a subjective lack of
knowledge not on the state of the system, but on the na-
ture of the system itself. Dyson justifies this point of view
as follows [18]: “We picture a complex nucleus as a black
box in which a large number of particles are interacting
according to unknown laws. As in orthodox statistical
mechanics we shall consider an ensemble of Hamiltonians,
each of which could describe a different nucleus. There
is a strong logical expectation, though no rigorous proof,
that an ensemble average will correctly describe the be-
haviour of one particular system which is under observa-
tion”. The approach of Wigner and Dyson has proved
to be extremely fruitful not only for explaning nuclear
spectral fluctuations (e.g. the nuclear level spacing prop-
erties) and nuclear reactions, but also in various other
fields (e.g. mesoscopic physics, Quantum Chromo Dy-
namics, complex atoms and molecules, two dimensional
gravity, conformal field theory, see [37] for a review).
This strongly suggests that randomness constrained by
symmetries provide a general principle for modeling not
only disorded systems but also complex N body systems.
The point of view we adopt in this paper is analogous to
Wigner and Dyson’s, however more with broader applica-
bility since system and environment Hamiltonians are ar-
bitrary and randomness is introduced only at the level of
the interaction Hamiltonian. We considered two random
matrix ensembles for the interaction however our frame-
work is general and can be used to study other systems
with different classes of interaction Hamiltonians (e.g.
conserving some set of observables or enforcing the two
body nature of the interaction). But most importantly,
we can justify rigorously the “ensemble averaging” over
this randomness by the phenomenon of measure concen-
tration, and as a consequence the “strong logical expec-
tation” mentioned by Dyson in the previous quotation.
Measure concentration provides a rigorous explanation
for the absence of sensitivity to microscopic details of
processes like for instance thermalisation: reduced den-
sity matrices of embedded systems have the property of
being self-averaging. In the some sense, it sets the ground
for what should be considered as a new kind of ergodic-
ity: time averages or ensemble averages over microscopic
states are not required and can be replaced by ensemble
averages over interaction Hamiltonians in order to obtain
the typical dynamics.
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FIG. 1. Emergence of the typical dynamics. Numerical simulations of the time evolution of the reduced density matrix
of a system S coupled to a quantum environment. a) Schematic representation of a system S coupled to a large environment
E, we consider here the particular case where S is a two level system. The density of states of the environment ρ˜e is chosen
to be gaussian distributed with standard deviation σe = 1 and the gap of the two level system is ∆ = 1. Written in the
eigenbasis of Hˆs + Hˆe, the interaction Wˆ is an hermitian matrix such that {Re(Wi,j)}i>j and {Im(Wi,j)}i>j are independent
centered gaussians with standard deviation σw/
√
2 dimH (providing Tr(W 2)/ dimH = σ2w). b) From an initial pure state of the
composite system %s+e(0) = |1s〉〈1s| ⊗ |e〉〈e| (with e ≈ −1.27 and dimHe = 500), we numerically integrate the Schro¨dinger
equation and calculate the reduced density matrix of S: %s(t) = Tre(%s+e(t)), for two different realizations of the random
coupling W (red and blue, with coupling strength σw = 0.2). The probability for S to be in its ground state p0 = 〈0s|%s|0s〉 is
plotted as a function of time. After a transient regime a stationary regime takes place characterized by a “speckle” pattern. This
pattern is a signature of the microscopic structure of the interaction Hamiltonian. The theoretical prediction (black dashed line)
is provided by [17] where an averaging procedure over W (justified by measure concentration) allows to calculate analytically
the typical stationary state of S: for the set of parameters considered here, one has p0 ∝ ρ˜e(e + ∆) and p1 ∝ ρ˜e(e). It should
be noted that remarkably in this case, this prediction matches the one of the microcanonical ensemble. c) The dimension of
the Hilbert space of the environment is varied from 50 (black) to 2000 (red) to show the concentration of measure phenomenon
(predicted by Eq.(3)): the amplitude of the speckle pattern decreases and a typical asymptotic state emerges (curves are shifted
vertically for clarity).
7SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Concentration of the reduced density matrix of the subsystem S
To use the Poincare´ inequality in Eq.(1) and show that the reduced density matrix is concentrated, we calculate
here:
• an adequate upper bound on the variance of the gradient of %s(t) considered as a function of W ,
• the Poincare´ constants for the probability measures on spaces of interaction Hamiltonian we consider in this
paper (WBRM and RRM).
As we will see, the upper bound on the gradient of %s does not depend on the statistics chosen for W , meaning that
our framework can be adapted to other classes of interaction Hamiltonians as soon as the Poincare´ constant (or a
lower bound) can be calculated for these classes.
1. Upper bound on the gradient square of %s(t) considered as a function of the interaction.
In this section, our aim is to provide an upper bound on the norm of the gradient of ρs considered as a function of
W , which is uniform in the dimension. Recalling the definitions
|ψ〉〈ψ| = Uτρ(0)U†τ and Uτ = e−iτ(Hˆ0+Wˆ ),
with τ = t/~, we use the well known formula for the differential of the exponential map, in order to get the differential
of |ψ〉〈ψ| with respect to the interaction Wˆ :
d|ψ〉〈ψ|(δW ) =
∫ 1
0
h ◦ gα(δW )dα
with
h(A) = −iτ [A, |ψ〉〈ψ|] and gα(B) = Uατ B U†ατ
where [, ] denotes the commutator and ◦ the composition of functions. We start by the upper bound
||∇W ρs||2 =
∥∥∥∥∫ 1
0
Tre h ◦ gα(·)dα
∥∥∥∥2 6 ∫ 1
0
||Tre h ◦ gα(·)||2dα
where the notation || · || is for the norm defined on the ensemble of linear applications from the space of interaction
Hamiltonians to the space of density matrices on Hs:
||f ||2 =
∑
i,j
||f(Mi,j)||2F where ||A||2F = Tr(A.A†),
and
f : HdimH×dimH(C)→ HdimHs×dimHs(C),
Hn,n(C) is the ensemble of hermitian matrices of size n × n and Mi,j is the matrix with zero everywhere except at
the intersection of the ith line and jth column where it has a one. Then we have the equality:∫ 1
0
||Tre h ◦ gα(·)||2dα = ||Tre h(·)||2
since ∑
i,j
||f(Mi,j)||2F =
∑
i,j
||f(U.Mi,j .U†)||2F
8for any unitary matrix U . To move on and make the partial trace easy, we write |ψ〉 in the tensor basis |ψ〉 =∑
s,e γs,e |s〉⊗|e〉 where {γs,e}s,e is a dimHs×dimHe matrix. Then we have for the matrix elements of Tre h(Ma,b,c,d)
where Ma,b,c,d = |sa〉〈sb| ⊗ |ec〉〈ed|:
〈s|Tre[Ma,b,c,d, |ψ〉〈ψ|]|s′〉 = γb,d γ∗s′,c δs,a − γs,d γ∗a,c δb,s′
Taking the square modulus and summing over a, b, c, d:∑
a,b,c,d
|〈s|Tre([Ma,b,c,d, |ψ〉〈ψ|])|s′〉|2 =
∑
b6=s′,c,d
|γb,d|2|γs′,c|2
+
∑
a6=s,c,d
|γs,d|2|γa,c|2 +
∑
c,d
|γs′,dγs′,c − γs,dγs,c|2
=
∑
b,c,d
|γb,d|2|γs′,c|2 +
∑
a,c,d
|γs,d|2|γa,c|2

−2
∑
c,d
Re
(
γs′,d γs′,c γ
∗
s,d γ
∗
s,c
)
then summing over s and s′, we get the square of the norm we are looking for:
||Tre h(·)||2 = τ2
∑
s,s′
∑
a,b,c,d
|〈s|Tre([Ma,b,c,d, |ψ〉〈ψ|])|s′〉|2
= 2τ2 dimHs − 2τ2
∑
c,d,s,s′
Re
(
γs′,dγs′,cγ
∗
s,dγ
∗
s,c
)
since the normalization condition provides Tr(γ.γ†) = 1. The second term on the right hand side is:
∑
c,d,s,s′
(
γs′,dγs′,cγ
∗
s,dγ
∗
s,c
)
= Tr((γ.γ†)2) > 0
We finally get that
||∇W ρs||2 6 ||Tre h(·)||2 6 2τ2 dimHs.
2. Poincare´ constants for various probability measures on spaces of interaction Hamiltonians
The Poincare´ constants are well known for the following probability measures:
• N ×N Wigner Random Band Matrices.
As a start, let us consider matrices with independent real centered Gaussian distributed entries. The Poincare´
constant of the Gaussian probability measure P of variance σ2 on R is 1/σ2. It has the property of tensorizing:
the Poincare´ constant for the probability measure P⊗N defined on RN is the same: 1/σ2. The complex case
is similar. As the entries of the matrices we consider have a typical variance σ2w/N (to ensure tr(Wˆ
2) = σ2w),
the Poincare´ constant will scale like N/σ2w. In the case of more general Wigner matrices: if the entries of a
random matrix are independent and all satisfy a Poincare´ inequality with the same constant, then the duly
renormalized (i.e. divided by
√
N ) matrix also satisfies, globally, a Poincare´ inequality with constant in the
scale N (see Section 4.4.1 in [29]). In addition, it is well known that if a random variable X satisfies a P.I. with
constant m, then the variable αX (with α fixed) will satisfy a P.I. with constant m/α2. From this property,
we conclude that WBRM matrices, i.e. with entries having a variance profile of the type Wi,j = ai,jYi,j with
0 ≤ ai,j ≤ 1 deterministic and Y a Wigner matrix (with Poincare´ constant ≥ m′N , m′ fixed), will also satisfy
a P.I. inequality with a constant ≥ m′N .
• Ensemble of N ×N Randomly Rotated Matrices, i.e. of the type {U.D.U†} where D is a fixed diagonal matrix
and U is unitary or orthogonal Haar distributed random matrix.
9The Poincare´ constant C is actually related to the Ricci curvature of the ensemble considered as a manifold and
the variance of the spectrum of D (see appendix F. in [29] and the results due to Gromov):
C ≥ N
2σ2D
where σ2D = Tr(D
2)/N is the variance of the spectrum of D (which is assumed to be fixed).
To summarize: in all cases, because the variance of the spectrum Wˆ is set to a fixed value independent of the
dimension N , the Poincare´ constant of the probability measure of the matrix ensemble considered is lower bounded
by mN with m fixed.
